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Abstract. An ontology mapping neural network (OMNN) is proposed
in order to learn and infer correspondences among ontologies. It extends
the Identical Elements Neural Network (IENN)’s ability to represent
and map complex relationships. The learning dynamics of simultaneous
(interlaced) training of similar tasks interact at the shared connections
of the networks. The output of one network in response to a stimulus
to another network can be interpreted as an analogical mapping. In a
similar fashion, the networks can be explicitly trained to map specific
items in one domain to specific items in another domain. Representation
layer helps the network learn relationship mapping with direct training
method.
OMNN is applied to several OAEI benchmark test cases to test its per-
formance on ontology mapping. Results show that OMNN approach is
competitive to the top performing systems that participated in OAEI
2009.
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1 Introduction
Ontology mapping is important to the emerging Semantic Web. The pervasive
usage of agents and web services is a characteristic of the Semantic Web. How-
ever agents might use different protocols that are independently designed. That
means when agents meet they have little chance to understand each other with-
out an“interpreter”. Ontology mapping is “a necessary precondition to establish
interoperability between agents or services using different ontologies.” [2]
The Ontology Mapping Neural Network (OMNN) extends the Identical Ele-
ments Neural Network(IENN)’s [3, 4, 1, 5] ability to represent and map complex
relationships. The network can learn high-level features common to different
tasks, and use them to infer correspondence between the tasks. The learning
dynamics of simultaneous (interlaced) training of similar tasks interact at the
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shared connections of the networks. The output of one network in response to a
stimulus to another network can be interpreted as an analogical mapping. In a
similar fashion, the networks can be explicitly trained to map specific items in
one domain to specific items in another domain.
2 Network Architecture
The network architecture is shown in Figure 1. Ain and Bin are input subvectors
for nodes from ontology A and ontology B respectively. They share one represen-
tation layer ABr. RAin represents relationships from graph A; RBin represents
relationships from graph B. They share one representation layer Rr.
In this network, each to-be-mapped node in graph is represented by a sin-
gle active unit in input layers (Ain, Bin) and output layers (Aout, Bout ). For
relationships representation in input layer (RAin, RBin), each relationship is
represented by a single active unit.
The network shown in Figure 1 has multiple sub networks shown in the
following list.
1. NetAAA : {Ain-ABr-XAB; RAin-RRA-XR }-H1-W -H2-VA-Aout;
2. NetBBB : {Bin-ABr-XAB; RBin-RRB-XR }-H1-W -H2-VB-Bout;
3. NetAAB : {Ain-ABr-XAB; RAin-RRA-XR }-H1-W -H2-VB-Bout;
4. NetBBA : {Bin-ABr-XAB; RBin-RRB-XR }-H1-W -H2-VA-Aout;
An explicit cross training method is proposed to train the correspondence
of two relationships by directly making their representations more similar. Only
a portion of the neural network is involved in this cross training method: the
input subvectors and representation layer. For example, we want to train the
relationship correspondence of < R1, R2 >, where R1 belongs to ontology A and
R2 belongs to ontology B. R1 will be presented at RAin. The output at Rr will
be recorded, which we will name as RR1. Then R2 is presented at RBin. RR1 will
be treated as target value at Rr for R2. Weights RUB will be modified so that R1
and R2 have more similar representation at Rr with standard back propagation
method. Then < R1, R2 > will be trained so that weight RUA will be modified to
make R1’s representation at Rr similar to that of R2. The sub networks involved
in this training method will be named as RNetAB and RNetBA.
Network is initialized by setting the weights to small random values from
a uniform distribution. The network is trained with two vertical training tasks
(NetAAA and NetBBB), two cross training tasks (NetAAB and NetBBA), and
two explicit training tasks (RNetAB and RNetBA ).
3 Results
Selected OAEI 3 benchmark tests are used to evaluate OMNN approach. All
test cases share the same reference ontology, while the test ontology is different.
3 http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
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Fig. 1. Proposed network architecture
The reference ontology contains 33 named classes, 24 object properties, 40 data
properties, 56 named individuals and 20 anonymous individuals. In the OMNN
approach, classes are treated as items; object properties and data properties are
treated as relationships; lastly individuals are not used.
Texture information is used to generate high confident mappings which are
then used as cross-training data in OMNN. However OMNN does not focus on
how well texture information is used.
In order to compare with other approaches that heavily use texture informa-
tion, 19 test cases with limited texture information are selected to be used in our
experiments. They are test case 249, 257, 258, 265, 259, 266 and their sub-cases.
To get a meaningful comparison, the Wilcox test is performed to compare
OMNN with the other 12 systems participated in OAEI 2009 on precision, recall
and f-measure. The result is shown in Table 1. It shows that OMNN has better
F-measure than 9 of the 12 systems, OMNN’s recall is significantly better than 10
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of the systems. It should be noted that p-value< 0.05 means there is significant
difference between two systems compared, then detailed data is visited to reveal
which is one is better than the other.
Table 1. p-value from Wilcox test for 19 benchmark test cases. The green color means
that OMNN is significantly better than the system; red color means the system is
significantly better than OMNN; yellow means no significant difference. Significance is
defined as p-value< 0.05.
System Precision Recall F-Measure
aflood 0.000 0.570 0.182
AgrMaker 0.014 0.000 0.000
aroma 0.420 0.000 0.000
ASMOV 0.000 0.046 0.679
DSSim 0.027 0.000 0.000
GeRoMe 0.042 0.000 0.000
kosimap 0.008 0.000 0.000
Lily 0.000 0.306 0.000
MapPSO 0.000 0.000 0.000
RiMOM 0.136 0.002 0.032
SOBOM 0.811 0.000 0.000
TaxoMap 0.011 0.000 0.000
.
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